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A creative studio driven by a reverence for aesthetics and purpo-
se. We believe in the beauty of form, power of color, and character 
created through honest traditions. Understanding the threads 
that connect modern architecture, art, design, and fashion inform 
our process, and in turn, our products.
Our mission is an intrinsic belief in research and design is at the 
heart of our namesake and projects. Providing experience and 
the impetus for collaborative exchange with classic artisans and 
small traditional manufacturers. Together, we work as a team to 
create highly distinctive products that are functional, sustainable 
and meaningful for modern life.

Behind the Brand
founded in 2006
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TUCCIO | 750ML CARAFE, BEVANDA, TUMBLER | lyons blue
VELASCA | 1L CARAFE, ACQUA | slate green
NINI | VINO | amber
BILANCIA | LARGE FLAT PLATE | milk, ocher tan, bosco green, indigo blue
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TUCCIO | 750ML CARAFE | lyons blue

TUCCIO | 750ML CARAFE | lyons blue 
BILANCIA | LARGE FLAT PLATE | milk
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VELASCA | 1L CARAFE | slate green 
BILANCIA | SMALL DEEP BOWL | milk
BILANCIA | SMALL FLAT BOWL | bosco green
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HELG | 1L CARAFE, BEVANDA | clear

VELASCA | 1L CARAFE, ACQUA | clear
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BILANCIA | SMALL & LARGE FLAT PLATE | milk

HELG | CALICE | clear
BILANCIA | LARGE FLAT BOWL | milk
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TUCCIO | 750ML CARAFE, TUMBLER | millerighe
LUISA | VINO | sand
TUBO | natural / warm gray
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TUBO | moro brown / ceylon yellow

LUISA | CALICE, VINO | citrine green
BILANCIA | SMALL FLAT BOWL | milk
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LUISA | CALICE | sand
BILANCIA | COMPLETE COLLECTION | milk, ocher tan
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BILANCIA | SMALL FLAT BOWL, SMALL FLAT PLATE | milk

LUISA | CALICE | cameo pink
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BILANCIA | MEDIUM, LARGE, EXTRA LARGE FLAT BOWL | bosco green

VELASCA | ACQUA | amber
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TUCCIO | CALICE | millerighe
GONÍA | VASO | amber
NINI | BEVANDA, VINO | amber
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BILANCIA | LARGE FLAT PLATE | milk

GONÍA | VASO | amber
NINI | BEVANDA | amber 
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LUISA | ACQUA, CALICE | citrine green
HELG | 1L CARAFE | fog gray
TUCCIO | 750ML CARAFE | lyons blue
TUCCIO | BEVANDA, TUMBLER | clear, lyons blue

BILANCIA | EXTRA LARGE FLAT BOWL | milk
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BILANCIA | MEDIUM, LARGE & EXTRA LARGE FLAT BOWL | milk
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LUISA | 1L CARAFE | sand
HELG | CALICE | clear
NINI | VINO | amber
BILANCIA | LARGE DEEP BOWL, MEDIUM FLAT BOWL
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Combining the workmanship of noble artisans with a new pro-
spective to create a product that is pure and contemporary for 
today’s life style.

Each piece of glassware is crafted from Borosilicate glass known 
for its pure and resistant quality, shaped with traditional mouth 
blowing technique; the innovation of the design comes from the 
modern shape inspired by aesthetics of rationalist and modernist 
architecture whilst respecting its functionality. The results gives 
each piece a simple and functional elegance.

Every piece of glassware is unique and has been selected with 
the gratest care; made entirely in Italy by artisan hands.

Project
Mouth Blown Glassware
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TC750L / 01 
TUCCIO 750ML CARAFE
clear

TBLD / 01 
TUCCIO BEVANDA - set of 2
clear

TBMD / 02 
TUCCIO BEVANDA - set of 2
millerighe

TBCD / 12
TUCCIO BEVANDA - set of 2
lyons blue

TTLD / 01 
TUCCIO TUMBLER - set of 2
clear

TTMD / 02 
TUCCIO TUMBLER - set of 2
millerighe

TTCD / 12 
TUCCIO TUMBLER - set of 2
lyons blue

TCLD / 01 
TUCCIO CALICE - set of 2
clear

TCMD / 02 
TUCCIO CALICE - set of 2
millerighe

TC750M / 02 
TUCCIO 750ML CARAFE
millerighe

TC750C / 12 
TUCCIO 750ML CARAFE
lyons blue

Tuccio

Draws its influence from the clean lines of elegance 
reflected in the rationalist architecture. Sharing a 
common design vernacular; pure, thoughtful, fun-
ctional and purposeful.
An introduction of a new shape of Tumbler.

BEVANDA

Ø7.5 x H11.5

TUMBLER

Ø8.0 x H7.5

CARAFE
750 ml

Ø5.4 x H17.8

CALICE

Ø8.0 x H17.0
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HC100L / 01 
HELG 1L CARAFE
clear

HC100M / 02 
HELG 1L CARAFE
millerighe

HC100C / 40
HELG 1L CARAFE
amber

HC100C / 30
HELG 1L CARAFE
diamine green

HBLD / 01 
HELG BEVANDA - set of 2
clear

HBMD / 02 
HELG BEVANDA - set of 2
millerighe

HBCD / 40 
HELG BEVANDA - set of 2
amber

HBCD / 30 
HELG BEVANDA - set of 2
diamine green

HTLD / 01 
HELG TUMBLER - set of 2
clear

HTMD / 02 
HELG TUMBLER- set of 2
millerighe

HTCD / 40 
HELG TUMBLER - set of 2 
amber

HTCD / 30
HELG TUMBLER - set of 2
diamine gren

HCLD / 01 
HELG CALICE- set of 2
clear

HCMD / 02 
HELG CALICE - set of 2
millerighe

Helg

Follows the path of neorationalism architecture in 
its creation, the design merges the Italian traditio-
nal artisanship with the new forms of modernism.
A clear interpretation based on the minimalist ae-
sthetic of functionality.

BEVANDA

Ø7.5 x H12.0

TUMBLER

Ø8.2 x H8.5

CARAFE
1000 ml

Ø5.0 x H23.0

CALICE

Ø8.0 x H17.5
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VC100L / 01 
VELASCA 1L CARAFE
clear

VBLD / 01 
VELASCA BEVANDA - set of 2
clear

VALD / 01 
VELASCA ACQUA - set of 2
clear

VACD / 40 
VELASCA ACQUA - set of 2
amber

VATD / 38 
VELASCA ACQUA - set of 2
slate green

VACD / 17
VELASCA ACQUA  - set of 2
fog gray

VVLD / 01 
VELASCA VINO - set of 2
clear

VVCD / 40 
VELASCA VINO - set of 2
amber

VBCD / 40 
VELASCA BEVANDA  - set of 2
amber

VCLD / 01 
VELASCA CALICE  - set of 2
clear

VCTD / 38
VELASCA CALICE  - set of 2
slate green

VCCD / 17 
VELASCA CALICE - set of 2
fog gray

VC100C / 40 
VELASCA 1L CARAFE
amber

VC100T / 38 
VELASCA 1L CARAFE
slate green

VC100C / 17 
VELASCA 1L CARAFE
fog gray

VINO

Ø6.0 x H10.0

BEVANDA

Ø6.7 x H12.0

ACQUA

Ø8.6 x H7.5

CARAFE
1000 ml

Ø12.0 x H20.2

CALICE

Ø8.6 x H17.0

Velasca

Forward in thinking and modern in its approach, the 
inspiration draws from the first generation of post 
war modern architecture that looked forward to a 
new prospers era.
Much like the structure of a tower, these pieces are 
a modern interpretation of the typical Lombard tra-
dition while at the same time, satisfying the functio-
nal needs for todays life style.
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Luisa

Aspires to achieve an intimate elegance reflected in 
the rationalist architecture that gives identity to Mi-
lanese style. The influence can be seen in the cle-
an lines of the pieces and can be identified in the 
expression of its forms. The designs speak to the 
core of our principles; pure, thoughtful, functional, 
purposeful.

VINO

Ø7.0 x H8.0

BEVANDA

Ø7.3 x H12.0

ACQUA

Ø8.0 x H9.0

CARAFE
1000 ml

Ø8.0 x H25.0

CARAFE
500 ml

Ø7.5 x H17.0

CALICE

Ø7.0 x H17.0

BONNE NUIT

Ø8.0 x H9.0 
Ø8.0 x H17.4

LALD / 01 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
clear

LVLD / 01 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
clear

LAMD / 02 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
millerighe

LVMD / 02 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
millerighe

LACD / 30 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
diamine green

LVCD / 12 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
lyons blue

LATD / 09 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
sand

LVTD / 09 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
sand

LATD / 37 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
citrine green

LVTD / 37 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
citrine green

LATD / 68 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
cameo pink

LVTD / 68 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
cameo pink

LATD / 50 
LUISA ACQUA - set of 2
etruscan red

LVTD / 50 
LUISA VINO - set of 2
etruscan red
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LBNL / 01 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
clear / clear

LBNM / 02 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
millerighe / millerighe

LBNC / 40 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
amber / amber

LBNC / 30 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
diamine green / diamine green

LBNC / 12 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
lyons blue / lyons blue

LBNT / 24 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
cameo pink / carmine red

LBNT / 26 
LUISA BONNE NUIT
sand / sepia brown

LCLD / 01 
LUISA CALICE - set of 2
clear

LCMD / 02 
LUISA CALICE - set of 2
millerighe

LCTD / 09 
LUISA CALICE - set of 2
sand

LCTD / 37 
LUISA CALICE - set of 2
citrine green

LCTD / 68 
LUISA CALICE - set of 2
cameo pink

LCTD / 50 
LUISA CALICE - set of 2
etruscan red

LC100L / 01 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
clear

LC500L / 01 
LUISA 500ML CARAFE
clear

LBLD / 01 
LUISA BEVANDA
clear

LBMD / 02 
LUISA BEVANDA - set of 2
millerighe

LBCD / 40 
LUISA BEVANDA - set of 2
amber

LC100M / 02 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
millerighe

LC500M / 02 
LUISA 500ML CARAFE
millerighe

LC500C / 12 
LUISA 500ML CARAFE
lyons blue

LC100C / 40 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
amber

LC100T / 09 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
sand

LC100T / 37 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
citrine green

LC100T / 68 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
cameo pink

LC100T / 50 
LUISA 1L CARAFE
etruscan red
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Nini

Reverts to the great tradition of Murano glass ma-
kers that were an important component in shaping 
the modern architecture and design of the past 
century. Inspired by the magnificent artisanship of 
these noble glassmakers these pieces are reinter-
pretation of the hexagonal drinking glass of Venice 
in new scales.

Gonía

A unique geometrical study of a hexagon that is en-
circled at all points yet each angle has been desi-
gned with a varying degree, the result is a new sha-
pe with a different prospective from each side. An 
object that can be considered for multipole uses, a 
vase, a carafe or just an object to be admired.

NBLD / 01 
NINI BEVANDA - set of 2
clear

GVL / 01 
GONÍA VASO
clear

GVC / 40 
GONÍA VASO
amber

GVC / 12 
GONÍA VASO
lyons blue

GVC / 30 
GONÍA VASO
diamine green

NVLD / 01 
NINI VINO - set of 2
clear

NBCD / 40 
NINI BEVANDA - set of 2
amber

NVCD / 40 
NINI VINO - set of 2
amber

NBCD / 12 
NINI BEVANDA - set of 2
lyons blue

NVCD / 12 
NINI VINO - set of 2
lyons blue

NBCD / 30 
NINI BEVANDA - set of 2
diamine green

NVCD / 30 
NINI VINO - set of 2
diamine green

VINO

Ø6.8 x H9.2

BEVANDA

Ø6.8 x H14.0

VASO

Ø8.0 x H24.0
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Combining the workmanship of noble artisans with a new pro-
spective to create a product that is pure and contemporary for 
today’s life style.

Each piece of earthenware ceramic is hand crafted and glazed 
in traditions dating back centuries; made of pure and of excep-
tional quality materials; the innovation of the design comes from 
the essential modern shapes and colours inspired by vernacular 
of  neo-rationalist architecture whilst respecting its functionality 
and purpose. The results gives each piece an essential and fun-
ctional elegance.

Each piece is unique and selected with the greatest care; made 
entirely in Italy by artisan hands.

Project
Earthenware Ceramics
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FLAT BOWL
SMALL

Ø16.5 x H4.0

FLAT PLATE
SMALL

Ø21.0

FLAT BOWL
MEDIUM

Ø21.0 x H4.5 

FLAT PLATE
LARGE

Ø26.0

FLAT BOWL
LARGE

Ø26.0 x H5.7 

DEEP BOWL
SMALL

Ø13.5 x H4.5 

FLAT BOWL
EXTRA LARGE

Ø34.0 x H7.5 

DEEP BOWL
LARGE

Ø18.0 x H6.0 

BFPSD / 05 
BILANCIA S FLAT PLATE
set of 2
milk

BFBS / 05 
BILANCIA S FLAT BOWL
milk

BFPLD / 05 
BILANCIA L FLAT PLATE
set of 2
milk

BFBM / 05 
BILANCIA M FLAT BOWL
milk

BDBSD / 05 
BILANCIA S DEEP BOWL
set of 2
milk

BFBL / 05
BILANCIA L FLAT BOWL
milk

BDBLD / 05 
BILANCIA L DEEP BOWL
set of 2
milk

BFBX / 05 
BILANCIA XL FLAT BOWL
milk

Bilancia

Takes its inspiration from the vernacular neo-ratio-
nalist architecture that gives identity to Milanese 
movement of 60’s and 70’s that stressed the auto-
nomy of architecture. This influence can be seen in 
the clean lines of the pieces and the proportionate 
balance identified in the expression of the forms. 
The designs speaks to the core of the philosophy; 
social and cultural importance of existing shapes 
and structures, reassertion of the historical forms 
for its creation.

BFPSD / 32 
BILANCIA S FLAT PLATE
set of 2 
bosco green

BFBS / 32 
BILANCIA S FLAT BOWL
bosco green

BFPLD / 32 
BILANCIA L FLAT PLATE
set of 2 
bosco green

BFBM / 32 
BILANCIA M FLAT BOWL
bosco green

BDBSD / 32 
BILANCIA S DEEP BOWL
set of 2
bosco green

BFBL / 32
BILANCIA L FLAT BOWL
bosco green

BDBLD / 32 
BILANCIA L DEEP BOWL
set of 2
bosco green

BFBX / 32 
BILANCIA XL FLAT BOWL
bosco green
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BFPSD / 71
BILANCIA S FLAT PLATE
set of 2
madder brown

BFPSD / 11 
BILANCIA S FLAT PLATE
set of 2 
indigo blue

BFBS / 71
BILANCIA S FLAT BOWL
madder brown

BFBS / 11 
BILANCIA S FLAT BOWL
indigo blue

BFPLD / 71
BILANCIA L FLAT PLATE
set of 2 
madder brown

BFPLD / 11 
BILANCIA L FLAT PLATE
set of 2 
indigo blue

BFBM / 71
BILANCIA M FLAT BOWL
madder brown

BFBM / 11 
BILANCIA M FLAT BOWL
indigo blue

BDBSD / 71
BILANCIA S DEEP BOWL
set of 2
madder brown

BDBSD / 11 
BILANCIA S DEEP BOWL
set of 2
indigo blue

BFBL / 71
BILANCIA L FLAT BOWL
madder brown

BFBL / 11
BILANCIA L FLAT BOWL
indigo blue 

BDBLD / 71
BILANCIA L DEEP BOWL
set of 2
madder brown

BDBLD / 11 
BILANCIA L DEEP BOWL
set of 2
indigo blue

BFBX / 71
BILANCIA XL FLAT BOWL
madder brown

BFBX / 11 
BILANCIA XL FLAT BOWL
indigo blue

BFPSD / 42 
BILANCIA S FLAT PLATE
set of 2
ocher tan

BFBS / 42 
BILANCIA S FLAT BOWL
ocher tan

BFPLD / 42 
BILANCIA L FLAT PLATE
set of 2 
ocher tan

BFBM / 42 
BILANCIA M FLAT BOWL
ocher tan

BDBSD / 42 
BILANCIA S DEEP BOWL
set of 2
ocher tan

BFBL / 42
BILANCIA L FLAT BOWL
ocher tan

BDBLD / 42 
BILANCIA L DEEP BOWL
set of 2
ocher tan

BFBX / 42 
BILANCIA XL FLAT BOWL
ocher tan
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Project
Woven Textile Blankets
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Combining the workmanship of noble artisans with a new pro-
spective to create a product that is pure and contemporary for 
today’s life style.

Each blanket is created from the highest quality of noble fibres, 
woven by a historical mill using jacquard and shuttle looms, tech-
niques that are centuries old. The innovation of the design comes 
from modern approach in combination of colours and patterns. 
The luxury hand feel is achieved by the use of high quality natu-
ral yarns and finished on at time by hand. The result gives each 
piece a simple elegance.

Every blanket is unique and has been selected with the greatest 
care; made entirely in Italy by artisan hands.



Città

Using a jacquard loom to weave this work of art, 
an abstract city view. The blanket is made of fine 
yarns of lambs wool and cashmere with a soft felted 
finishing to give warmth yet remains light weight. 
Edges are fished with a special color stitching in an 
exclusive method, a hand rolled edge that creates a 
cording effect.

Doppio

Made of a special single warp and double weft con-
structions to create a double sided effect. Using a 
special soft lambs wool and cashmere yarn with a 
soft felted finishing to give warmth yet remains light 
weight. The edges are fished with a special color 
stitching in an exclusive method, a hand rolled edge 
that creates a cording effect.

Tubo

Made using a shuttle loom, one of the oldest types 
of weaving looms, they are very effective yet slow 
and this creates a fabric with a beautiful character. 
Woven from natural linen, cashmere and silk with a 
double warp and double weft construction to crea-
te a tubular blanket with two sides connected only 
by the selvage indicated in a contrasting cashme-
re yarn. This results in a very unique item with two 
side of completely different char- acters; one of soft 
and cozy cashmere, the other crisp and cool linen.
A modern technical master piece of art.

C / 36 
CITTÀ
peacock blue
95%WV / 5%WS

C / 14 
CITTÀ
warm gray
95%WV / 5%WS

D / 14 
DOPPIO
warm gray / natural gray
95%WV / 5%WS

D / 72 
DOPPIO
moro brown / citrine green
95%WV / 5%WS

T / 06
TUBO
natural / warm gray
52%LI / 32%WS / 14%SE

T / 72 
TUBO
moro brown / ceylon yellow
52%LI / 32%WS / 14%SE

TUBO

52% linen
32% cashmere
14% silk

W140.0 x L180.0

DOPPIO

95% virgin wool
5% cashmere

W140.0 x L180.0

CITTÀ

95% virgin wool
5% cashmere

W140.0 x L180.0
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